
Steps to making a rubric?

n Step 1: Create categories
n Step 2: Provide several descriptors in each 

category
n Step 3: Have a tiered system to the 

descriptors
n Step 4: Make sure descriptors are specific 

and not vague
n Step 5: Check the rubric over



Step 1: Create categories

n Decide how many overall categories you 
want to evaluate.

n Usually no less than 2 (not enough to make 
objective), no more than 4 (gets too 
confusing).

n Decide the weight of each category.



Categories



Step 2: Provide several descriptors in each 
category
n Each category should have two to four skills 

being evaluated.
n This breakdown allows the evaluation to be 

objective.
n Doesn’t put too much weight on any one skill.
n Start at excellent 



descriptors



Step 3: Have a tiered system to the 
descriptors
n Each descriptor should have a matching 

descriptor at each level.
q In other words the skill being assessed should be 

described on an excellent, good, and needs 
improvement level.

n Make sure each level is realistic.
q Excellent should have high expectations.

n Helps to number these
n Using “but” for good and “not for needs 

improvement



(but)

(not)

tiered



Step 4: Make sure descriptors are specific 
and not vague
n You should be able to apply this phrase to 

each descriptor “What does it look like?”
n Use specific numbers or a range if the 

category lends itself to it.
n Don’t set the bar too high or too low in the 

wrong evaluation.





Step 5: Check the rubric over

n Go through each category going through the tiers to 
be sure it flows and makes sense.

n Practice grading a performance and see how 
practical it is (maybe dress rehearsal or another 
venue).

n Have students or another teacher look it over for 
any mistakes they might find.

n If you discover mistakes while grading, take note of 
it and change it for next time.



How do you know your rubric is done well?

n It is simple and easy to use.
n Students are clear why they received the evaluation 

they did.
n When you think overall how you think that student 

should be graded, it matches the rubric that was 
broken down into parts.

n That student shows mastery of the skill used on the 
rubric in other forms as well.



How to make sure they are objective?

n Be as specific as you can be in the rubric.
n Anchor grading if you have the opportunity.

q Can have a couple of people filling out rubrics including 
students in the class.

q Self assessments can be done as well.
n Link the descriptions to specific indicators when 

possible.
n If something is more valued in the grading than 

something else, make sure that is clear.
n Write many comments on the actual rubric so that 

students are clear why you marked what you did.


